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1. INTRODUCTION 
The nth integrated Meyer-Kiinig and Zeller operator tin, n EN (see 
[ 13 ), associates with a real valued Lebesgue integrable function f defined 
on I= [0, 11, the function series 
k7(f, x)= ; ktkb) j “f(t) & (I.11 
k=O m 
converging for 0 <x < 1, with 
and 
&,(f, x) can be written as a singular integral of the type 
with the positive kernel 
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#here xk denotes the characteristic function of the interval Ik with respect 
to 1. fiJf, X) is linear, positive, and satisfies 
s 
1 
H,,(x, t) dt = I. 
0 
(1.4) 
The sequence (fin: n E N} generates a linear approximation method on the 
normed spaces L,(I), 1 < p < co. 
R. Bojanic [2] gave the rate of convergence for Fourier series of 
functions of bounded variation. Fuhua Cheng [3] gave the result of this 
type for the Bernstein operator. In this paper, using some results of 
probability theory, we shall give an estimate for the rate of convergence of 
(1.1) for functions of bounded variation. In the last part, we shall prove 
that our estimates are essentially the best possible. 
2. LEMMAS 
The proof of our result is based on following lemmas. 
LEMMA 1. If {c,}, k E N, are independent random variables with the 
same distribution functions and 0 < Dtk < co, B3 = E([, - E5i)3 < co, then 
where a, = Et, (expectation of tl), bi = Dll = E(c, -Et,)* (variance. of tl), 
and l/J!%< c < 0.82 (see [4, p. 1591). 
LEMMA 2. If {iji> (i= 1, 2, . ..) are independent random variables with the 
same geometric distribution 
P(&=k)=xk(l-x), O<x< 1, i= 1,2, . . . . 
then 
and v], = Cr= 1 ti is a random variable with distribution 
(2.2) 
(see [4, p. 132, Ex. 46, p. 133, Ex. 55, and pp. 303, 3061). 
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LEMMA 3. For every x E (0, 1 ), we have 
c ( n+k-1 k/(n+k)>x k 
Proof. By Lemma 2, we have 
(2.3) 
Using Lemma 1 with a, = x/( 1 -x), b, = Jm, we have 
where 
8:=~~r,~~3=~o~k-~~3xk(l-x) 
6 f k3 + 3k2 
k=O 
&+3k(&-*+( &-x- 
By an easy calculation we can show that 
f Xk(1 -x)= 1, 
k=O 
f’ kxk(l -x)=fi, 
k=O 
cc x(1+x) 
C k2xk(l -xl= c1 -xj27 
x3+4x2+x 
k=O 
‘f k3xk(l-x)= (1-x)3 . 
k=O 
Hence 
On the other hand 
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By (2.5) and (2.6), it follows that 
Inequality (2.3) is proved. 
LEMMA 4. For every k E N, x E (0, 1 ), we have 
(.+:- ‘1Xk( 1 -x)” < 33/(J;I x3’*). (2.6) 
ProojI By (2.2), we have 
r - ‘) xk(l-x)n=P(qn=k)=P(k-l<q,dk) 
k- 1 -nx/(l -x)<q,-nx/(l -x) 
&Al -xl &al-x) 
<k-nx/(l -x) 
’ &/(1-x) . 
Using the method of proof of Lemma 3, we can show that 
But the absolute value of the second term on the left-hand side of the last 
inequality is less than (1 - x)/J?%&; hence 
Lemma 4 is proved. 
LEMMA 5. For x E (0, 1 ), n E N, we have 
fG,((t-X)*, x)= 
x(1 -x)2 
+o, 1. 
II 0 n (2.7) 
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ProoJ First 
&,((t-x)2,x)=(n+l)(l-xx)” f n+t+l XkjTk(CX)’ dl 
k=O ( ) 
=(1-x)” f (n+;-1)xq(n:;;l-x)2 
k=O 
+ 
( 
k+l -x)(--&x)+(&-x 
n+k+l 
=(1-x)” f (n+,_,)xk 
k=O 
(,:;:,-$ 
+ 
( 
k+l 
n+k+lWx GTx Ii 
k 
=(I-*)” f (n+y)xk 
k=O 
((n+k+~)(n+k))2 
+ 
( n:kGz)(T&xj+(A-x) 
Using [5, (5.9.2~(5.9.7)], we obtain 
(l-x)” f 
k=O 
(n+;-l)xk( 
n:til&)~&-x) 
=(l-x)n f (n+;-l)xk l k- 1 
k=O n+k+fn+k nfk+l 
k2 x 
( ) 
X k 
x -- 
n+k n+k+l+n+k+ln+k 
Consequently (2.7) is proved. 
Li3dh4~ 5. If n is sufficiently large, x E (0, 1), then: 
(1) For 06 y<x, we have 
i ’ H,(x, t) dt d 
241-x)’ 
0 n(x- yj2 ’ 12.83 
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(2) For x <z 6 1, we have 
s I ff,(x, t) dtd 2x(1 -x)2 i n(z-X)2 . 
Proof First, by (2.7), for n sufficiently large, we have 
x(1 -x)2 2x(1 -x)2 
2n 
d A,(@ - x)2, x) d 
n . 
If Ody<x, tE [O, y], then 
x-t 
-2 1. 
X-Y 
By (2.10), for n sufficiently large, we have 
2 
H,(x, t) dt 
1 
<(x0 s 
l (x - t)2 H,(x t) dt 
1 
=yh?,((t-xy,x)d 
2x(1 -x)2 
(X-Y) n(x - y)’ . 
Inequality (2.8) is proved. The proof of (2.9) is similar. 
LEMMA 7. For n>2, OdxGl, andm>l, we have 
Aa~((t-X)2m,X)&4,n-“, 
where A, is independent of n and x (see [ 1, (2.1)]). 
(2.9) 
(2.10) 
(2.11) 
3. MAIN THEOREM 
THEOREM. Let f be a function of bounded variation on [0, 11 and let 
Vk( g,) be the total variation of g, on [a, b]. Then, for every x E (0, 1) and n 
sufficiently large, we have 
IJk(f, x)-S(f(x+ )+ftx- ))I 
<5 f 
x+(1-x)/Ji; 
nxkzl .J& kx) + -&i 
If(x+ )-f(x- )I, (3.1) 
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where 
f(t)-“ox+ 19 x<tdl; 
g,(t) = 0, t=x; 
f(t)-Ax- 12 o<t<x. 
Proof. First 
l%7(h xl - l(f(x + )+.0x- 111 
d lQ,(g,, x) + +lf(x + ) -f(x - )I lA,(sign(t -xl, x)l~ (3.2) 
This shows that to estimate j&,(f, x) - &f(x + ) +f(x - ))I we only have 
to evaluate I@,(g,, x) and &,(sign(t - x), x). 
We first estimate &,(sign(t - x), x). If k’/(n + k’) < x < (k’ + I)/ 
(n-tk’i-I), then 
A,(sign( t - x), x) 
~‘k’+l’ir,,k’+lidt-~~,l.lx,dt 
x 
eif A,(x) - B,(x) + C,(x), 
where M,,(x) = ( n+t-l)~k(l -x)“. By Lemma3, we have 
1 I i 16 A,(x)-j Ghxsi2. 
But Ic,(X)l <M,&,(x), so by Lemma 4, we have 
lC,(x)l e- 
.JL X3f2’ 
Since B,(x) = / -A,(x) - Mnk.(x)I, we have 
Consequently 
IA,(sign(t-x), x)1 6------ 
;ti-2. 
(3.3) 
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To estimate fi,(g,, x), we decompose [0, l] into 
i,=[o,x-$, i,=[x--gx+y, ,=[x+y, 11. 
Using (1.2), we have 
Let&(x, t) = Sk H,(x, u) du. 
First, we evaluate d2Jf, x). For t E f,, we have 
I&(t)1 = Is,(t)- gx(x)l G x+y;J k) 
and so 
IAz,n(f, x)l G x+T,7;A k,) l‘iI H,(x, t) dt G x+J77s k,). (3.4) 
Since the evaluation of A,,,(f, x) is similar to work in [3], we shall 
omit some details. Let y =x-x/&. Using partial Lebesgue-Stieltjes 
integration, we find that 
IAl,n(f, XII = f; sx(t) 4Ux, t)l 
By (2.8), we have 
2 2x(1-x)2 Y 
I~&Lx)l~~ kJ2n;jf:;; f n 
Y+ 
s, & t d (-‘+)- 
Furthermore, since 
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Replacing the variable t in the last integral by x-x/dt, we find that 
Hence 
Id l,n(f, x)l 6 
2x(1-x)2 x 
l?X2 ( 
v kx)+ i \i kJ 
0 k=i x-x/* 
Using a similar method and (2.9), we obtain 
n x+(1-.x)&/L 
kf3Jh XII G; ,c, v k,). 
x 
From (3.4)-(3.6) it follows that 
The theorem now follows from (3.3) and (3.7). 
(3.5) 
(3.6) 
4. REMARK 
We shall prove that our estimate is essentially the best possible. Consider 
the function f(t) = 1 t-xl (0 <x < 1) on [0, I]. By (2.10), for any small 6 
and n sufficiently large, we have 
a,,(lt-xl,x,=J1 It-xl H,(x, t)dt 
0 
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1 
>,[I;;(t-x)*H,(x,t)dt 
,x(1-x)2 1 -- 
’ 2nd s 6 It--xl>d 
(t - x)~ If,&, t) dt. 
Using (2.1 l), we have 
s lZ-.!cl>c3 (t-x)2H,(~, t)dt+&((t-x)“,x)$&, 
where A, is a constant. Hence 
&(It-xl+)> 
x(1-x)* A, 
2n6 -j&y? (4.2) 
Choosing 6 = 2 Jm, we obtain from (4.1) and (4.2) that 
x3/2( 1 -x)3 df,(It-x1,x)< (2A*+ 1)(x(1 -x)2)-l’* 
h,‘% Jz . 
On the other hand, from (3.1), since Vc’z (f) = CI + 8, it follows that 
(4.3) 
(4.4) 
Hence, by comparing (4.3) and (4.4), we see that (3.1) cannot be 
asymptotically improved for a function of bounded variation. 
Finally, we mention that, using the method of this paper, we can obtain 
other, similar results on Meyer-Kiinig and Zeller operators. 
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